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Oakbrook Land Holdings, LLC v. Commissioner1 is
a charitable conservation easement case. The Sixth
Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed the Tax Court’s de-
cision in favor of the IRS. The validity of a Treasury
regulation was at issue, and the Sixth Circuit found
the regulation to be valid. Finding a Treasury regula-
tion to be valid is not terribly newsworthy. It is very
difficult for a taxpayer to prevail when challenging the
validity of Treasury regulations due to court deference
to the agency. However, the Eleventh Circuit recently
held, in favor of a taxpayer, that the very same Trea-
sury regulation is invalid, in Hewitt v. Commissioner.2

The Eleventh Circuit panel of judges decided that
Treasury failed to satisfy the requirements of the Ad-
ministrative Procedures Act during its review process

prior to finalization of Reg. §1.170A-14(g)(6)(ii)
(Proceeds Regulation).3

How can two separate panels of appellate judges
come to such different conclusions? In this article I
examine the Sixth Circuit, Eleventh Circuit, and Tax
Court opinions regarding the issue of whether the Pro-
ceeds Regulation is valid, in an attempt to discover
the answer to that question. It may be that the judges
merely interpreted the facts and law differently, which
does not bode well for establishing legal precedent for
reliance purposes.

As a quick recap of the impact of this developing
law on charitable easements, the Proceeds Regulation
requires that an easement deed contain language de-
tailing how proceeds would be allocated in the very
unlikely event of the extinguishment of a perpetual
easement. A judicial extinguishment can occur
through court order in an eminent domain proceeding
or a situation in which the environmental purpose is
no longer viable. The Proceeds Regulation, as cur-
rently interpreted by the IRS, requires the easement
deed to specify that, upon extinguishment, the pro-
ceeds are distributed through a percentage allocation
established at the time of the initial easement dona-
tion. This percentage is determined without regard to
whether improvements to the property might subse-
quently be made by either the donor or the donee. The
IRS and Tax Court have attempted to shut down con-
servation easements by focusing on the IRS’s inter-
pretation of the Proceeds Regulation, with early suc-
cess.4

The Tax Court opinions in Oakbrook Land Hold-
ings5 and Hewitt6 focused on the Administrative Pro-
cedures Act7 (APA), and whether that particular pro-
vision of the Proceeds Regulation was properly pro-
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mulgated following a public comment period. In both
cases, the Tax Court upheld the validity of the Pro-
ceeds Regulation. More specifically, in Oakbrook
Land Holdings, the Tax Court’s majority opinion ana-
lyzed the comments that were submitted by the pub-
lic prior to finalization of the Proceeds Regulation,
and whether Treasury adequately responded to the 90
comments from the public. Thirteen of the comments
specifically addressed the Proceeds Regulation. While
focusing on the number of comments with secondary
emphasis on the substance, the Tax Court ultimately
decided that Treasury had adequately vetted the com-
ments in compliance with the APA, even though Trea-
sury did not mention the Proceeds Regulation in its
Preamble or in its amendments to the proposed regu-
lation.8 The Tax Court then used the Chevron9 analy-
sis to determine whether the Proceeds Regulation is
substantively valid, and concluded that it is. The Sixth
Circuit also gave credence to the fact that the Pro-
ceeds Regulation was promulgated in January 1986
and, although §170 has been amended more than 30
times,10 the Proceeds Regulation has not changed.
The Eleventh Circuit’s analysis in Hewitt was similar,
although it came up with a different conclusion and
reversed the Tax Court.11

The briefs filed by the taxpayer in Oakbrook fo-
cused largely on the unfairness of the Proceeds Regu-
lation, in that a large percentage of a donor’s subse-
quent improvements to the property are essentially
also donated to the easement holder. In response, the
Sixth Circuit held:

Erring on the side of providing the donee with
higher rather than lower proceeds . . . buoys the do-
nee’s ability to ensure that the conservation pur-
pose of the easement continues upon extinguish-
ment. With additional funds at its disposal, the con-
servation organization will likely have more
options available to further the original conserva-
tion purpose in line with §170(h)(5)(A) . . . [the
Proceeds Regulation] does just that and is thus a
reasonable interpretation of the section.12

However, this does not address a situation in which
the charitable donee improves the property. If the
charity provides funding for improvements, the donor
benefits if the easement is extinguished. This could re-

sult in private benefit or inurement to the donor,
thereby threatening the charitable status of the ease-
ment holder. The Proceeds Regulation states: ‘‘. . . the
proportionate value of the donee’s property rights
shall remain constant.’’13 The Eleventh Circuit, in
Hewitt, held as follows: ‘‘. . . we conclude that [the
Proceeds Regulation] — as read by the Commissioner
to prohibit subtracting the value of post-donation im-
provements to the easement property from the pro-
ceeds allocated to the donor and donee in the event of
judicial extinguishment — is arbitrary and capricious
under the APA for failing to comply with the APA’s
procedural requirements and is thus invalid.’’14 There
is no distinction as to whether the improvements are
paid for by the donor or the donee.

Oakbrook Land Holding’s opening brief noted that
between 1986 and 2016 the IRS challenged dozens of
conservation easement donations with proceeds provi-
sions similar to Oakbrook’s, without challenging the
provisions in those earlier easement deeds as noncom-
pliant with the Proceeds Regulation.15 The implica-
tion is that taxpayers relied upon the earlier examina-
tions and court cases that did not raise the issue of the
Proceeds Regulation, even though the easement deeds
were largely the same. Oakbrook Land Holdings re-
lied upon the apparent position of the IRS that the lan-
guage did not violate the Proceeds Regulation and
thus believed that the language in their own easement
deed was also compliant. Changing the interpretation
of easement deed language after many years does not
provide taxpayers with certainty in their tax positions
and discourages compliance.

On the other hand, the Eleventh Circuit in Hewitt
reviewed Treasury’s compliance with the APA and
concluded the agency’s interpretation of the Proceeds
Regulation is ‘‘arbitrary and capricious and violated
the APA’s procedural requirements.’’16 The Eleventh
Circuit relied extensively on the concurring/dissenting
opinions of Tax Court Judges Toro and Holmes in
Oakbrook and their separate opinions that the Pro-
ceeds Regulation is invalid. In doing so, the Eleventh
Circuit highlighted the comment from New York
Landmarks Conservancy (NYLC). NYLC commented
on the unfairness of the extinguishment provisions
and the inequities that could result in the ultimate dis-
tribution of proceeds after extinguishment. The Elev-
enth Circuit found this argument to be persuasive, and
worthy of Treasury’s acknowledgment and discussion
as required by the APA. Treasury was silent on the is-

8 Qualified Conservation Contributions, 51 Fed. Reg. 1496–
1498 (Jan. 14, 1986).

9 Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. Nat. Res. Def. Council, Inc., 467 U.S.
837 (1984).

10 Oakbrook Land Holdings, LLC, 154 T.C. 180, 199–200.
11 Hewitt, 21 F.4th 1336 (11th Cir. 2021).
12 Oakbrook Land Holdings, No. 20-2117, 2022 BL 84909 (6th

Cir. Mar. 14, 2022) at *15.

13 Reg. §1.170A-14(g)(6)(ii).
14 Hewitt, 21 F.4th 1336, *13.
15 Oakbrook Land Holdings, LLC, Initial Brief of Appellant,

Oakbrook Land Holdings, p. 6 (Jan. 25, 2021), available at https://
aboutbtax.com/2iJ.

16 Hewitt, 21 F.4th 1336.
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sue. The Eleventh Circuit reversed the Tax Court’s
opinion and held that the Proceeds Regulation was
procedurally invalid under the APA.

One interesting argument that has not gotten much
attention is the dichotomy of the practical application
of the Proceeds Regulation as compared to the theo-
retical application of it. It is probable that this arcane
provision will rarely become relevant in the perpetual
life of an easement. However, it is being used by the
IRS to completely disallow the charitable deductions
claimed by hundreds, if not thousands, of taxpayers
who have made the easement donations to charities.
Congress specifically provided this incentive to tax-
payers to encourage conservation easements. Indeed,
none of the conservation easement court opinions I
have reviewed (91 and counting) involve actual
implementation of this provision of the Proceeds
Regulation. There is no evidence that any proceeds
have actually been distributed utilizing the Proceeds
Regulation’s formula. None of the perpetual ease-
ments I have reviewed have been judicially extin-
guished to date. It is not a common occurrence since
the easements are required to be perpetual. The IRS
implicitly admitted this in their brief in Oakbrook
Land Holdings: ‘‘. . . state laws generally allow per-
petual conservation easements to be judicially extin-
guished if continued use of the property for conserva-
tion purposes becomes impossible or impractical. And
because forever is indeed ‘a really long time’, it is
reasonably likely that a conservation easement may
someday be judicially extinguished.’’17 However,
there is no discussion about the possibility of allow-
ing taxpayers to amend their easement deeds to com-
ply with the IRS’s interpretation of the Proceeds
Regulation. There have been no actual triggering
events to invoke the formulae determining distribu-
tions of proceeds. This should be a ‘‘no harm no foul’’
resolution. The option of amending the easement deed
would cure the problem raised by the IRS while pre-
serving the environmental protections of the easement
and the tax benefits granted by Congress to incentiv-
ize such easements. Many easement deeds include a
‘‘savings clause’’ which allows amendments to protect
the interests of both donor and donee, especially upon
the occasion of punitive government action. Amend-
ments would eliminate the ‘‘gotcha’’ quality of the
IRS’s current position, and the parties could focus on
substantive and valuation issues.

The key question is whether the Supreme Court
will take up this issue. The split in the circuits is un-
deniable, and millions if not billions of tax dollars are
at stake. Also at stake are millions of acres of land and
species of birds and animals that may or may not be

protected, pending the outcome of this issue. There-
fore, the Supreme Court should be interested in re-
viewing and resolving the issue for conservation pur-
poses and for tax purposes. Another angle is that for-
mer President Donald Trump is currently being
investigated for his investment in conservation ease-
ments and his large charitable deductions that resulted
from said contributions.18 In fact, the Honorable Bar-
bara Lagoa, a December 2019 Trump appointee to the
Eleventh Circuit, was the author of the Eleventh Cir-
cuit Hewitt opinion in favor of taxpayers.19 There is
no indication that the outcome in the Eleventh Circuit
was politically motivated, but there is speculation that
some influence may have been present. It is possible
the Supreme Court may want to steer clear of the is-
sue due to its political implications, although the
Eleventh Circuit did not seem to be conflicted by the
political overtones.

It has been quite a journey to get to this point, and
hundreds if not thousands of taxpayers and their fi-
nancial well-being hang in the balance. I, for one,
hope that the Supreme Court does agree to take up the
case and provide more certainty for taxpayers and
conservationists. Should the Proceeds Regulation be
upheld, the proceeds clauses will need to be carefully
crafted to avoid giving the IRS an easy route to deny
the corresponding charitable deductions. Donors
should carefully structure the easements so as not to
include land which may be subsequently improved by
the donor or donee. On the other hand, if the Proceeds
Regulation is struck down, current and future conser-
vation easements will be saved from extinction and
the focus may turn to valuation and fulfillment of the
conservation purpose. Should the IRS find this to be
overwhelming and beyond its capacity to take the re-
sulting crush of cases to trial, a global settlement of-
fer may be the answer. The current settlement initia-
tive for syndicated partnerships20 offers taxpayers
little incentive to settle other than the avoidance of the
costs of litigation. The IRS requires full concession of
the substantive issues, along with 40% penalties for
anyone in an active role providing services for the
partnership. There is some concession on penalties for
investor partners and they have the ability to deduct
their costs of investing in the partnership. However,
all partners must agree to the settlement and the part-
nership must pay all taxes, penalties and interest in
full prior to the IRS’s acceptance of the settlement.

17 Oakbrook Land Holdings, LLC, Brief for the Appellee, 2-3
(internal citation omitted), available at https://aboutbtax.com/2iK.

18 Timothy Cana and Ariel Wittenberg, N.Y. AG: Trump Fraud
Involved in Conservation Easement Tax Break, E&E News:
Greenwire (Jan. 21, 2022).

19 Nancy Ortmeyer Kuhn, A Rare Victory for Taxpayers in the
Fight for Conservation Easements, 38 Tax. Mgmt. Real Est. J. No.
1, n. 20 (Jan. 19, 2021).

20 IR-2020-130 (June 25, 2020).
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With the Proceeds Regulation struck down for the
many easements in Georgia, Alabama, and Florida,
the IRS will need to offer a more generous and vari-
able settlement program with incentives so that tax-

payers are dealt with fairly. With uncertainty now

present, taxpayers are less likely to settle unless the
settlement program gives them a reason to do so.
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